
 
 

June 17, 2020 
 
Hello, 
 
We hope you are staying safe and doing well! We are excited to be getting back to a more - normal 
lifestyle, and even more excited to be opening Dreamz Elite Allstars! 
  
We wanted to update everyone on Dreamz Elite re opening. Our staff has been working hard   
disinfecting and sanitizing our facility. We are abiding with the COVID regulations for Illinois phase three. 
The safety of our families and athletes is our number one priority.  
 
NEW We have given our logo and website a fresh new look and this summer we are offering even more 
classes and discounts so your athlete will be able to train and keep acquiring new skills. We have new 
high School tumbling, private lessons, Jump classes along with conditioning classes to stay in shape for 
high school tryouts.  
 
With the effects of COVID -19 still lingering we understand the uncertainty of tumbling programs, rec 
programs and school teams not practicing and the uncertainty of the fall season.  This is why Dreamz 
Elite has decided to have perspective Dreamz athletes train with us the month of July and hold tryouts 
August 1st and 2nd.  This will give everyone a clearer idea of what will happen this fall without the burden 
of fees for a season that might not happen. July training cost can be found on our website. Training will 
consist of tumbling, jumps, conditioning allowed in Illinois COVID Phase 3 plan.  Stunting will be added 
when phase 4 begins. This will be a two day a week practice for 1.5 hours per practice.  
 
NEW this season we are offering Full Season Prep teams that will compete locally in 5-6 competitions. 
This program is a lower cost and less commitment program with the same amazing training as our Elite 
travel teams. This is a great program for athletes who will not be able to compete with their perspective 
teams due to COVID and would like to try all -star cheer. 
 
We will still be offering our Summit and National Elite Travel teams. We have made conscious decisions 
to lower cost this season program cost and also give our parents all -inclusive pricing. This information 
and payment breakdown can be found on our website.   
 
Dreamz Elite is a small owned local business and has been in the New Lenox, Joliet area for 8 years. Our 
competitive all-star cheer teams have been extremely successful winning National titles and Summit 
bids to the biggest competition in the cheer world six consecutive season with paid bids.  Dreamz Elite 
takes pride that our athletes also give back to the community.  
 
As Always thank you for supporting Dreamz Elite Allstars we appreciate you and your athletes.  
Kimberly Scherp 
Dreamz Elite Allstars  



 


